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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

Wind power: a ‘fake’ good idea ? 

RECENTLY, wind-powered merchant vessels have made the news headlines again. A company

called Windship Technology is teaming up with classification society DNV to produce a

revolutionary design for a wind-powered dry bulk cargo ship.

The design is so revolutionary that it has been dubbed by its promoters the ‘Tesla of the Seas’.

The above picture courtesy of the company’s website shows the new design (see

https://windshiptechnology.com/windship-technology-unveils-first-true-zero-emission-ship-

design).

The design is not limited to putting funny masts and sails on a ship as, according to the

company’s website, the company has also developed: “a new diesel electric ship drive system that

eliminates CO2, NOx, SOx and particulate matter to True Zero, whilst also incorporating large

solar arrays, carbon capture, optimised hull shapes and specialised weather routing software into

the overall design package.”

We are a bit puzzled as, if indeed the company has developed a diesel electric system that

eliminates all emissions, why bother putting sails on board? Better to promote it to the shipping

industry as is, as this would obviously be a solution to achieving a carbon neutral industry by

2050.

Especially so as, again according to the website: “The Windship system is an auxiliary power

supply, each rig is a three vertical wing set 35 metres high.”

If it is only an auxiliary system it is unlikely to be economically viable, as the cost of the system

must be added to the cost of the ship, while the ship itself will cost more due to deck

reinforcement under the masts, and additional power supply to “fold” these masts in order not

to interfere with navigation in narrow and shallow waters and with commercial operations.

Such extra costs could easily be paid for if the system was providing the bulk of the power of the

ship but not if it is only an auxiliary system.
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Picture 1: The Tesla of the Seas (courtesy of Windship Technology)



Topic of the Week continued

In any case, even if it was the main source of power for the ship, the vessel would still require a normal engine to provide power in

emergency situations such as bad weather and storms.

But the debate about main versus auxiliary power is an interesting one as it is a fraction only of the energy contained in the fuel burnt in

a ship’s main engine which actually ends up moving it.

The Picture 2 below left courtesy of MTU shows that only about 24% of the energy contained in the fuel burned ends up as thrusting

energy. So a modern Kamsarmax with a main engine of say 10,000 Kw only needs 2,400 kw to push it forward, with subsequent further

losses incurred through air and water friction!

This compares to wind energy where of course 100% of the energy generated by the wind’s action on the sails ends up pushing the

ship. So the interesting thing to realize is that when looking at equipping a ship with sails, they theoretically have only to produce a

quarter of the power of a main engine to deliver the same thrust.

Wind angle

But that is an academic debate because the ship needs a main engine not only for safety purpose but because wind is by definition

whimsical in direction and strength, and the power generated by sails exposed to wind is a function of the angle at which the wind hits

the sails.

In Windship’s proposed technology, the maximum power is obtained between the true wind angles of 80 to 120 degrees, as shown in

the Picture 3 figure below.

For fun it is worth keeping in mind that the world’s average wind speed is…7.4 knots, and that this average includes roaring 40s, the

furious 50s and the screaming 60s!

So while the proposed design comes with major technological improvements which enable much lower masts than have typically been

proposed, such as those of the mega yacht “Sailing Yacht A” which are 90 meters high (see overleaf), we are not convinced that the

system proposed by Windship can be economically viable on a normal bulker.

We will be interested to see the cost elements when they are made available.
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Pic 2: Energy losses from fuel to propeller (source: MTU) Pic 3: Power curves for the 3 Windship rigs on a Pmx bulker



Topic of the Week continued

In the meantime, please do not misunderstand us: we are not against using wind to power ships as a matter of principle. We simply do

not believe that entire fleets of large vessels like Panamaxes can, and will be, powered by wind.

For very specialized ships and typically small ships there is obviously a future for wind-powered vessels, where they use wind as the

main source of power rather than for auxiliary power. There are already a handful of sailing ships used across the Atlantic to carry top

end goods like high quality rum and cocoa, while Michelin recently signed a letter of commitment to a prospective specialised service

between Canada and France – see page 4.

Meanwhile, there is an investor group currently looking for funding for a project called “ecoclipper” which consists of building a sailing

ship using an old Clipper’s enhanced design. Even the mighty European Space Agency is soliciting proposals through an RFP to build a

ship powered by wind to carry the Arianne 6 space rocket from Europe to French Guyana!

Onshore lessons

So, why is it that wind pops up periodically as the energy of choice to power the merchant fleet? Firstly, wind powered the merchant

fleet for hundreds of years until relatively recently. In fact, the last wind powered merchant vessel, the famous Pamir below, only

stopped trading in 1957!

Wind is also becoming an apparently credible option at sea because it has become one ashore. But has it? In Europe and many other

places in the world wind farms have become a common sight. And this is a problem because when referring to a wind turbine of, for

example, 2 MW no mention is made of the fact that the power of 2 MW is based on a wind of 80 km/h. With a wind of say 40 km/h, the

wind turbine power will be down to 0.250 MW, while with a wind of 20km/h the power falls to 0.03MW (the power is a function of the

speed of the wind speed at the power 3).

So the nameplate capacity is highly misleading and hardly ever achieved. Not to mention the instability that wind farms bring to the

grid. In some instances, this has led to regulation requiring diesel power plants to be built near new wind farms, or wind farms to be

built so that diesel generators can take over when there insufficient wind, in order to protect the grid!

For all these reasons, we suggest there will never be significant numbers of wind-powered merchant vessels at sea again, though only

the future will tell!
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Picture 5 : The 

Pamir, the last 

merchant sailing 

boat of the old 

design, sailed 

until 1957

Picture 4: Mega Yacht « Sailing Yacht A”


